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This slim volume is p rimarily a concise and able review of a w ide variety

of psychoan alytic readings of the works of Miguel de Cerv antes. The author,

a professor of Spanish literature at the Università degli Studi di Milano, des-

cribes her contribution accurately as “a rapid synthesis,” an outgrowth of a

previous book reviewing recent currents in Cervantine criticism. She recom-

mends "psychocriticism” not as the unique tool that will yield the last word

on the meaning of a work, but as an  “auxiliary instrument” to combine with

other critical method s. She sees in it a m eans of ente ring the auth or’s Imagi-

nary, thanks to its utility in uncovering the pressures of desire that influence

an individual author’s particular construction of themes and motifs from
those available in literary language, folklore, belief, and myth. Scaramuzza

cautions at the outset against the danger of producing a reductive effect
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through psychoanalytic readings that see an author’s work primarily as a
reflection of his or her neuroses and  complexe s, but she doe s not entirely

avoid that trap. Although she cites a book an d an article in which Henry

Sullivan considers in d epth the issue of just what one analyzes in psychoa-
nalytic approaches to literature,1 she shifts rather indiscriminately from at-
tention to Cervantes himself and to the characters he created, without under-
taking the kind of thoughtful attention to the justification for this dual focus

or to its pitfalls to be fou nd in studie s by Paul Julian Smith,1 Ruth El Saffar,

Diana de Armas Wilson,2 and other scholars of Spanish “Golden Age” litera-

ture who employ psychoanalytic theory. Acknowledging the diversity of

schools of psychoanalysis, she proceeds by providing a very brief definition

of the main tenets of the most popular schools as a preface to the readings of
Cervantes produced by its followers. The treatments are not, however, orde-
red by schools or by chronology, but rather thematically.

In four chapte rs, “Sotto il testo de l Quijote,” “Il ‘masochismo morale’ nei

personaggi cervantini,” “Uomo e donn a in Cervantes,” and “Identità e scis-

sione dell’Io,” she surveys a broad range of readings of Cervantes informed

primarily or partially by psy choanalysis, b eginning ap propriately  with

Freud’s own interest in the complex character of Don Quixote and in the

analogy between  the dialogue of “El coloquio de los perros” and psychoa-

nalysis, and with Helen Deutsch, whom she signals as the author of the first

brief psychoan alytic essay devoted to Don Quijote , published in 1934. Re-

viewing all the authors Scaramuzza c overs wou ld produce  only a doubly

reductive catalogue of her summa ries, and I therefore mention only those  to
whom she devotes several pages. She returns throughout her volume to:

Marthe Robert’s definition of the basic family romances of the “foundling”
and the “bastard”; Otto Rank’s treatment of the doub le; René Gira rd’s work

on the triangulation of subject-mediator-object;  Melanie Klein’s object-rela-
tions focus on the mother-child dyad; the Jungian approach of Erich Neu-

mann with his archetypal “Great Mother”; and, to a lesser extent, Giles De-
leuze's work on sadomasoch ism and Lac anian psyc hoanalytic th eory. Specifi-
cally Cervantine critics who me rit her extended attention are Carroll Johnson
and his ego-psychology theory of Don Quixote’s mid-life crisis and defense
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against the sexual tension aroused by this niece; Louis Combet’s study of the
Cervantine oeuvre as a w hole unde r the sign of a De leuzian masochism;

Ruth El Saffar’s various Jungian and feminist readings of Cervantes; the

combination of psychoanalytic insights and folkloric/popular sources of Mau-
rice Chevalier an d Maurice  Molho, and  Edmun d Cros’ blend  of psychocr iti-
cism and sociocriticism. She also includes an impressive number of other
critical studies, often in the copious footnotes to her survey. The last chap-

ter—“Identity and the Divisions of the Subject”—goes beyond a survey of

the literature in asserting her own interpretation of Cervantes’s fiction. She

reads “El licenciado V idriera” throug h R. D. Laing’s concept of “ontological

insecurity,”  paying attention to the various m etamorphoses in the Persiles

and to Don Quix ote’s multiple name changes. She finds in such passages as
his discourse on the Edad de Oro, the retreat to the Sierra Morena and the
descent into the Cave of Monte sinos a desire to return to the “Great Mot her,”

figured negatively  in the “Coloquio de los perros.” Scaramuzza thereby con-

cludes that almost all of Cervantes’s characters are driven by an anxious

search for identity, one  rooted in the author’s familial experience, but exag-

gerated by historical circumstances of the Spain in which he lived.

As should be evident, her coverage of the field of psychoanalytically-

informed Cervantine criticism is thorough—attentive to work in Spain,

France, the United States, and Italy—and up-to-date. She does not, however,

mention the work of Julia Kristeva, despite its importance to several readings

in recent collections that she does cite, the El Saffar/Wilson volume and that

of Anne Cruz and Carroll Johnson.3 This is surprising, given Kristeva's com bi-
nation of a semiotic and psychoan alytic theory, Sc aramuzza ’s favorable dis-

position toward feminist psychoanalytic readings, and h er avowed desire to
combine attention to the literary text as such with psychoanalytic percep-

tions. With that excep tion, howev er, readers inte rested in situating them sel-
ves in the proliferat ing field of psyc hoanalytic  criticism of Cervantes will find

her study a useful and reliable point of entry.
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